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Marginal Fermi liquid in a lattice of three-body bound states

A. F. Ho and P. Coleman
Serin Laboratory, Rutgers University, P.O. Box 849, Piscataway, New Jersey 08855-0849

~Received 5 February 1998!

We study a lattice model for marginal Fermi-liquid behavior, involving a gas of electrons coupled to a dense
lattice of three-body bound states. The presence of the bound states changes the phase space for electron-
electron scattering and induces a marginal self-energy among the electron gas. When the three-body bound
states are weakly coupled to the electron gas, there is a substantial window for marginal Fermi-liquid behavior
and in this regime, the model displays the presence of two relaxation times, one linear, one quadratic in the
temperature. At low temperatures the bound states develop coherence, leading to a crossover to conventional
Fermi-liquid behavior. At strong coupling, marginal Fermi-liquid behavior is preempted by a pairing or mag-
netic instability, and it is not possible to produce a linear scattering rate comparable with the temperature. We
discuss the low-temperature instabilities of this model and compare it to the Hubbard model at half filling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of a marginal Fermi-liquid~MFL! was in-
vented as a phenomenological description of the asymp
properties of high-temperature superconductors in their n
mal state.1 These include a linear electrical resistivityr;T
over at least 2 decades in temperature and a quasipa
scattering rate that may be proportional to frequency up
energies as high as 750 meV.2,3 Even in underdoped cuprat
superconductors, optical data indicate that marginal beha
develops at scales above the spin gap.4 We shall take a mar-
ginal Fermi liquid to be a system of fermions with an inela
tic scattering rate of the form

G}max@ uvu,T#, ~1!

where there is no significant momentum dependence ofG. In
the cuprates, the constant of proportionality is of order un
Analyticity then ensures that the appropriate self-ene
takes the form

S~v!;v ln max@ uvu,T#. ~2!

Many proposals have been made to explain the origin of
unusual behavior. One prevalent idea is that the marg
Fermi-liquid behavior derives from scattering off a so
bosonic mode. This idea underpins the Van Hove scena5

gauge theory models,6 and the quantum-critical scattering7

picture of the cuprates. By contrast, Anderson8 proposes that
the cuprate metal is a fully developed Luttinger liquid, wi
power-law self-energies that have been misidentified a
logarithm. Since the soft-mode theories furnish an elect
self-energy that is strongly momentum dependent, none
these proposals actually gives rise to a marginal Fermi-liq
as originally envisaged.

In this paper, we return to the original proposal, ask
whether a marginal Fermi-liquid can form in a dense el
tronic system. We pursue an early speculation, due to Ru
enstein and Varma,9 that the marginal self-energy might de
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rive from the scattering of conduction electrons off
dispersionless localized bound stateF at the Fermi energy,
giving rise to the interaction

H int5l~ci↑
† ci↑ci↓

† F1H.c.!. ~3!

The presence of such states precisely at the Fermi sur
would mean that the three-particle phase space grows
early with energy. Inelastic scattering into the localiz
bound state then leads to a marginal self-energy in lead
order perturbation theory, as illustrated in Fig. 1.~The local-
ized state is represented by the dashed line.! Since the hypo-
thetical object at the Fermi surface scatters electrons
triplets, Ruckenstein and Varma identified it as a three-bo
bound state.

A great difficulty with this picture is that it cannot b
made self-consistent. At the same level of perturbat
theory that furnishes a marginal self-energy, the three-b
state must scatter off the electrons to produce a self-en
term of the form shown in Fig. 2. This self-energy correcti
inevitably moves the resonance of the three-body bound s
away from the Fermi energy, introducing an unwanted sc
into the problem and causing the singular scattering to
appear.

An unexpected resolution of this problem recently a
peared in the context of the single impurity two-chann
Kondo model.10 Marginal Fermi-liquid behavior does de

FIG. 1. Marginal self-energy diagram for the band electro
Notation: thick lines denote band electron propagators, dashed
denote the localized state propagator.
4418 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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velop in this model, and the mechanism by which it occurs
remarkably close to the original three-body bound state p
posal, with one critical difference: in the two-channel Kon
model, the three-body bound state formed at the impurity
carries no internal quantum numbers~spin and charge!. The
associated bound state fermion is represented by a Herm
operator:

F5F†. ~4!

This type of fermion is known as a Majorana fermion.11,12

The effective action for such a field must have the form

S5E dvF~2v!@v2S~v!#F~v!. ~5!

SinceF(2v)F(v)52F(v)F(2v) due to the Grassma
nian nature ofF, S(v) will be an odd function of frequency
so thatS(0)50. In other words, the particle-hole symmet
of the F field guarantees that its energy is pinned to
Fermi surface.

In the two-channel Kondo model~after dropping the
charge degrees of freedom, thanks to spin-cha
decoupling13!, the total spinSW of the two conduction chan
nels at the impurity site can be written in the formSW 5

2( i /2)CW (0)3CW (0) whereCW 5(C (1),C (2),C (3)) is a trip-
let of Majorana fermions. These three high-energy degree
freedom bind at the impurity site to form the localized thre
body bound stateF(0), represented as the contraction of t
three fermions:

~6!

whereA is the amplitude for forming this poleF. The re-
sidual interaction with the bulk spin degrees of freedom
the low-energy world then gives rise to a vertex of the fo
lC (1)C (2)C (3)F. The challenge here is to see if such
mechanism could be generalized to a more realistic lat
model. The work described below is an attempt to mak
first step in this direction.

II. CONSTRUCTION OF MODEL

We now use these ideas to motivate a simplelattice
model of a marginal Fermi liquid. First note that the Hubba
model at half-filling can be rewritten in a Majorana fermio
representation,14 by the following two steps. The Hubbar
model is

FIG. 2. Self-energy for the localized state.
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HHubbard5t (
i ,a,s

~ci 1a,s
† ci ,s1H.c.!

1U(
i

~ci↑
† ci↑21/2!~ci↓

† ci↓21/2!. ~7!

In the first step, we assume that the lattice has a bipa
structure, and do a gauge transformation on electron op
tors belonging to one sublattice of the bipartite lattic
cis→2 ic is . Also let the hopping term connect a sublatti
A site only to a sublatticeB site, and not to other sublatticeA
sites. Then the interaction is unchanged, but the kinetic
ergy becomes

HKE5 i t (
i ,a,s

~ci 1a,s
† ci ,s2H.c.!. ~8!

Next, rewrite the electron operators usingc↑5(1/&) (C(1)

2iC(2)), ci↓52(1/&) (C (3)1 iC (0)) where theC (a)’s are
Majorana fermions, and we get

HHubbard5 i t(
i ,c

(
a50

3

C i 1c
~a! C i

~a!

2U(
i

C i
~0!C i

~1!C i
~2!C i

~3!. ~9!

~Note the sign change for the interaction.! In Majorana rep-
resentation, we see explicitly the SO~4! symmetry14,15 of the
Hubbard model at half filling.

The crucial generalization of this paper is to break t
SO~4! symmetry down to O~3!, setting

t→ta5H t, a51,2,3

t0 , a50.
~10!

With F i[C i
(0) ,

H5 i t 0(
i ,c

F i 1cF i1 i t(
i ,c

(
a51

3

C i 1c
~a! C i

~a!

2U(
i

F iC i
~1!C i

~2!C i
~3! . ~11!

Whent050, this Hamiltonian describes a lattice of localize
three-body bound statesF i coupled to the continuum.

This toy model provides a simple system to study t
properties of these preformed bound states at each sit
microscopic model would provide an explanation of the o
gin of this symmetry-breaking field, leading to the formatio
of these bound states. In this work, we do not address
issue, but instead ask whether the single impurity marg
Fermi-liquid mechanism survives in the lattice, in this mod
of reduced symmetry.

We shall show that the main physical effect of the latti
~in the absence of a broken symmetry phase! is that the pre-
viously localized modeF i can now move from site to site
via virtual fluctuations into the Fermi sea~see Fig. 3! thereby
providing the lattice coherence energy scalet0;U2/t, below
which this marginal Fermi liquid reverts to a Fermi liquid
Unfortunately, this means that the marginal Fermi-liqu
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phenomenology does not persist to largeU, which makes the
application of our model to the cuprates rather problema

To probe the marginal Fermi-liquid phenomenology, w
have calculated the ‘‘optical conductivity.’’ This cannot b
the ordinary electrical current, because the Hamiltonian
Eq. ~15! does not conserve particle number unlesst05t ~this
is most easily seen with original electron operatorsc,c†).
The model does have O~3! symmetry, so there is the con
served quantitySa52 1

2 ( j (a,b51
3 C j

(a)Tab
a C j

(b) , where Ta

are the three generators of O~3!. In the representation wher
Tab

a 5 i eaab ,

Sa52
i

2(j
eabcC j

~b!C j
~c! . ~12!

This leads to the conserved~Noether! current:

j i 1 x̂
a

5 i t eabcC i 1 x̂
~b!

C i
~c! . ~13!

~See the Methods section for its derivation.! One can then
define a ‘‘conductivity’’ that is the linear response of th
O~3! current to an applied field. We shall show that this O~3!
conductivity has the classic marginal Fermi-liquid behavi

Within the marginal Fermi-liquid regime, theC (a) retains
its marginal self-energy. TheF mode, while having no self-
energy corrections atT50 and v50, acquires a Fermi-
liquid on-site self-energy because of the virtual fluctuatio
into the threeC (a) ~with the same diagram as Fig. 3, exce
that site i is the same as sitej ). In this regime then, our
model has two distinct quasiparticle relaxation times:

GF52Im SF~v!}v21p2T2, ~14!

GC52Im SC~v!}max@ uvu,T#. ~15!

This suggests an intriguing link to the two relaxation tim
phenomenology observed in the electrical and Hall cond
tivities of the cuprates,16 where electrical conductivity is
dominated by the slower relaxation rate, while the Hall co
ductivity is proportional to theproductof the two relaxation
times. Unfortunately, in our model, the conserved currenj a

does not include theF fermion, thus transport quantitie
constructed from this O~3! current do not reveal the slow
quadratic relaxation. We can look at another conserved qu
tity in our model: the total energy. Following the same str
egy as for the O~3! current, it can be shown that the co
served thermal current is just a sum of currents due to e
of the F andC (a). Now the propagators are diagonal in th
F or C operators, thus the thermal conductivity proportion
to the thermal current-current correlator will just be a sum
the relaxation times:k/T} 3t2/GC 1t0

2/GF . Also, any
mixed correlatorŝ j aQ0& will be identically zero, whereQ0

is the thermal current due toF. In summary, it is unfortu-

FIG. 3. Leading-order diagram that generates a dispersion
the F i fermion. Note that there are no arrows on the propaga
lines, as all fermions are represented by Hermitian operators.
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nately impossible to see the two relaxation times enter
multiplicatively in any transport quantities of our model: th
various conductivities derived from the O~3! current will
only depend onC (a), whereas the thermal conductivity wi
be dominated by the largest relaxation time: that of theF
fermion.

All of our previous considerations assume that the sys
does not develop into a broken symmetry state at low te
peratures. In fact, as our Hamiltonian is a generalization
the Hubbard model at half filling, it is perhaps not surprisi
that it displays similar magnetic or charge ordering instab
ties due to Fermi surface nesting. The main qualitative d
ference is the presence of a large marginal Fermi-liquid
gime in theT-U phase diagram.

The plan of the paper is as follows: in Sec. III, we set o
the formalism of dynamical mean field theory for solving t
lattice model in the weak coupling regime. Section IV pr
sents the results and Sec. V discusses the lattice coher
scale, and the relationship to the two-channel Kondo latt
We also discuss the low-temperature phase of the lat
when the Fermi surface has strong nesting instability.
nally, we touch on the difficulties this model faces in mo
eling the cuprates.

III. METHOD

We study the Hamiltonian

H5 i t̃ 0(
j ,c

F j 1cF j1 i t̃ (
j ,c

(
a51

3

C j 1c
~a! C j

~a!

2U(
j

F jC j
~1!C j

~2!C j
~3! , ~16!

where each fermion is a canonical Majorana fermio
$C i

(a) ,C j
(b)%5dabd i j , $F i ,F j%5d i j , and$C i

(a) ,F j%50.
To gain some insight into the properties of the model

the weak coupling limit, we use dynamical mean field theo
~DMFT!,17 a method suited to systems where the domin
interaction is on-site and spatial fluctuations are unimporta
and when the on-site temporal fluctuations at all ene
scales are to be taken into account. Thed→` limit ~where
DMFT is exact! requires the usual scalingt̃ a5ta /Ad, with
ta ,U;O(d0). For a lattice of localized bound statesF j ,
t̃ 050.

The crucial simplification in DMFT is that the self
energies arek independent as any intersite diagram~such as
in Fig. 3! is at most of order 1/Ad relative to on-site dia-
grams. Now the diagram of Fig. 3 is precisely that whi
causes theF fermion to propagate: omitting it means thatt0
remains zero, andF i stays localized, strictly in infinite spa
tial dimension. In finited, we will need to incorporate its
effect, since propagatingF i fields will lead to the destruction
of the marginal scattering mechanism. A rigorous 1/d expan-
sion appears to be formidable. Nevertheless, the esse
effects of finite dimensions may be included by introducing
finite value for t̃ 0, and treat it as a fixed parameter of th
model. Defining t̃ 05t0 /Ad, we estimatet0 by calculating
the diagram~Fig. 3! in finite d at T50. In Appendix A, we

or
r
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show thatt0 /t5c(U/t)2/d, with ta5t for a51,2,3, andc is
a small constant. Finally, define a zeroth componentC j

(0)

[F j to get

H5 i(
j ,c

(
a50

3
ta

Ad
C j 1c

~a! C j
~a!2U(

j
C j

~0!C j
~1!C j

~2!C j
~3! ,

ta5H t, a51,2,3

t0 , a50.
~17!

We shall use bothF j andC j
(0) interchangeably.

Following standard procedures of DMFT,17 we map the
lattice problem to an effectivesingle-siteproblem with the
effective action

Seff5E
0

b

dtdt8(
a50

3

C~a!~t !G a
21~t2t8!C~a!~t8!

2UE
0

b

dt~C~0!C~1!C~2!C~3!!~t!, ~18!

whereGa(t) is the dynamical mean field at the single si
which includes time-dependent influence of the rest of
lattice, and isnot the original lattice noninteracting loca
Green’s function. It plays the role analogous to the We
mean field for conventional mean field theory, and has to
determined self-consistently: see below.

The effective single-site problem dressed Green’s fu
tion G is related toG via

Sa~ ivn!5G a
21~ ivn!2Ga

21~ ivn!, a50,1,2,3, ~19!

where the self-energiesSa are calculated fromSeff . To low-
est order inU, they are given by the following diagrams i
Fig. 4.

The effective single-site dressed Green’s function m
then be related back to thek average of the original lattice
dressed Green’s functionGa(k,ivn), via the mean field self-
consistency equations:17

Ga~ ivn!5E ddk

~2p!d
Ga~k,ivn!,

where since ind→` limit, self-energies have nok depen-
dence,Ga(k,ivn)51/@ ivn2ea(k)2Sa( ivn)#.) Doing the
integration then gives17

G a
21~ ivn!5 ivn1 i t asgn~vn!, a50,1,2,3 ~20!

FIG. 4. On-site self-energies.
,
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e

-
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for the Lorentzian density of state~DOS!: Da(e)
5ta /@p(e21ta

2)# ~corresponding to infinite range hopping!;
or alternatively

G a
21~ ivn!5 ivn2ta

2Ga~ ivn!, a50,1,2,3 ~21!

for the semicircular DOSDa(e)5(1/pta)A12(e/2ta)2 ~cor-
responding to nearest-neighbor hopping on a Bethe latti!.
Equations~17!–~19! and ~20! or ~21!, and Fig. 4 together
define our DMFT. The Lorentzian DOS is tractable analy
cally as the self-consistency equations are decoupled fromG;
however, this also means that the effect of the lattice en
rather trivially as just a renormalization of the bandwidth. T
check these results we also use the semi-circular DOS w
the self-consistency equations are solved computationally
ing iterated perturbation theory.18

One quantity of particular interest in the context of t
marginal Fermi liquid is the optical conductivity. As men
tioned in Sec. II, the Hamiltonian of Eq.~17! does not con-
serve particle number unlesst05t, thus the ordinary electri-
cal current proportional to the particle current is not usef
We can, however, generalize the concept of the optical c
ductivity to this model, using the fact that the total isospin19

Sa5( i(21/2)C i
(a)Tab

a C i
(b) is conserved, whereTab

a

5 i eaab are the O~3! generators. Combining the continuit
equation: i ]tSi

b1( â( j i 1â
b

2 j i
b)50 (â are the unit lattice

vectors!, and the equation of motion]tSi
b5@H,Si

b# leads to
the conserved current

j i 1 x̂
b

5 i t ebabC i 1 x̂
~a!

C i
~b! . ~22!

This is the Noether current associated with the O~3! symme-
try of our Hamiltonian. We can then introduce a vector p
tential field AW (a)(xW )5(A1

(a)A2
(a)
•••Ad

(a)) in d-dimensional
space, coupled to the electrons as follows:

HA5 i t(
i ,c

C i 1c
~a! expH i E d lW•AW ~a!TaJ

ab

C i
~b! , ~23!

where the line integral goes from sitei to i 1c, and a sum-
mation is implied over dummy indices. Since there is is
ropy for a51,2,3, we need only study the response to
AW (1) componentj x

(1)(v)5(ysxy(v)Ay
(1)(v), which can be

described by a Kubo formula20

sxx~ ivn!5
1

2vn
P~qW ,ivn!U

qW 50

,

P~qW ,ivn!52E
0

b

dteivnt^Tt j x
†~qW ,t! j x~qW ,0!&.

In the d→` limit, the absence of vertex corrections to th
conductivity bubble18 permits us to write

s~nm!5(
kW

T(
vn

~vkx
!2Ga~k,ivn1 inm!Ga~k,ivn!.

As usual, at temperatures much lower than the bandwi
doing the Matsubara sum leads to a function peaking larg
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near kF , and we replace(kW(vkx
)2 by n/m*de. Doing the

energy integral and analytically continuing to real freque
cies:

s~n1 id!5
n

mE
2`

1`

dvF f ~v2!2 f ~v1!

2 in G
3$n2@SR~v1!2SR~v2!#

1 i @G~v1!1G~v2!#%21, ~24!

whereS(v6 i01)5SR(v)7 iG(v) andv65v6n/2.

IV. RESULTS

In the d→` limit ~i.e., t050), G0 is the same as the
single impurity model, by Eq.~20! or ~21!, so the bound
states described byC i

(0) are localized, with a self-energy tha
has a Fermi-liquid form:

SF~v1!52~UN0!2H 4v

p
1 i

pN0

2
@v21~pT!2#J ,

~25!

wherev15v1 i01 andN0 is the DOS at the Fermi surface
We give a brief derivation of this result in Appendix B. Fo
C i

(a) , a51,2,3, the mean fieldGa of the effective single site
problem is of the same form as the single impurity mo
bare Green’s function, using the Lorentzian DOS for thed
→` lattice. This is due to the DOS in the effective proble
being smooth at Fermi energy, and forT!t, equaling a con-
stant N0, just as in the single-impurity model.10 We then
obtain the marginal self-energy:

SC~v1!52~UN0!2vF ln
L

T
2CS 12

iv

2pTD1
pT

iv G ,
~26!

where L is a cutoff proportional tot, C is the digamma
function, g;0.6 is the Euler constant~Appendix B!. This
has the following limiting behavior

SC~v1!5~UN0!2

3H ~2v ln 2pL/uvu 2 i ~p/2! uvu! ~v@T!

~2v ln Leg/T 2 ipT! ~v!T!.

~27!

At finite d, the lattice coherence energy scalet0 generated
from the diagram of Fig. 3 becomes finite, witht0;U2/t.
Marginal Fermi-liquid behavior will now persist so long a
t0,T!t. At lower temperaturesT!t0,t the three-body
bound states begin to propagate coherently, causing a c
over to Fermi-liquid behavior. This is borne out by analytic
calculations; here we illustrate with computational resu
~using the semicircular DOS! in Fig. 5 showing the effective
quasiparticle scattering rateG(v)5v Re s(v)/Im s(v);
2Im SC(v1), wheres(v) is the optical conductivity de-
fined in the Methods section. In Fig. 6 we plot the resistiv
r(T) showing the large linearT regime at weak coupling
and the inset shows the crossover to theT2 Fermi-liquid
regime.
-

l

ss-
l
s

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper we have shown how a lattice of three-bo
bound states induces marginal Fermi-liquid behavior abov
lattice coherence temperaturet0 where a Fermi liquid forms.
Since t0;U2/t, a substantial window in temperature fo
marginal Fermi-liquid behavior exists only for smallU. The
emergence of this lattice coherence energy is expected t
quite general: whenever a localized mode is allowed to
teract with conduction electrons, it will be difficult to preve
hybridizations between fields at different sites. These effe
however, are missed in a strictd→` calculation.21

This brings us to the question of the relationship betwe
our lattice model and the two-channel Kondo lattice mod
The single-impurity version of the Hamiltonian of Eq.~11!
~with U,0) was originally derived10 in the context of the
single-impurity two-channel Kondo model.22 That derivation
took advantage of spin-charge separation13 to throw away
uncoupled ~charge! degrees of freedom, and it has be
shown via bosonization to be exactly equivalent to the or
nal model.23 Unfortunately there is no such relation betwe

FIG. 5. Plot of quasiparticle scattering rateG(v)
5v Re s/Im s.

FIG. 6. Plot of resistivity vsT. Inset shows the very low-
temperature crossover toT2 behavior: they axis is in the same units
as the big plot.
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the two-channel Kondo lattice24 and the Majorana lattice
considered here.

Also, we should point out that in the single-impurity two
channel Kondo model, while the self-energy for the ba
Majorana fermions has the marginal Fermi-liquid form a
dominates the thermodynamics, the physical band elect
actually have a leading frequency dependence;v1/2, and
this shows up in the electrical resistivity having aT1/2 lead-
ing temperature dependence.25 This comes about due to th
highly nonlinear transformations of the original physic
electrons to get to the Majorana fermions~bosonization and
refermionization!. Our O~3! lattice model, while motivated
by the single-impurity two-channel Kondo model, isnot de-
rived from the lattice two-channel Kondo model. Here w
consider our model as a low-energy effective theory of as
unknown microscopic origin, and as such we cannot add
the issue of how the Majorana fermions are related to
microscopic degrees of freedom.

In the above calculations, we have assumed that the m
ginal Fermi-liquid state is unstable only to the Fermi-liqu
state at lowT. In fact, just as in the Hubbard model, a mea
field calculation indicates that for a Fermi surface with
strong nesting instability~for example, nearest-neighbor ho
ping in a hypercubic lattice!, there is a phase transition t
antiferromagnetic order~for U.0). The order parameter is
vector that reflects the O~3! symmetry of the model:

Va~xW j !5eiQ•xj^ca
†sab

a cb&

5 ieiQ•xj^C~0!C~a!2 1
2 ~CW 3CW !a&, ~28!

whereQ5(p, . . . ,p) is the nesting vector. From the dive
gence in the susceptibility, we find that at weak couplin
Tc,t0, except whent050:

Tc

L
5expF ln t0 /t

4
2A~ ln t0 /t !2

4
1

11t0 /t

2~UN0!2G , ~29!

whereL is a cutoff (L,t). ~Note that this reduces to th
Hubbard model value whent05t.! At t050, Tc is identical
to the Hubbard case. For 0,t0,t, Tc is enhanced relative to
the Hubbard case. Hence a region of Fermi-liquid ph
separates the low-temperature antiferromagnetic phase
the marginal Fermi-liquid regime: see Fig. 7.

There are further similarities to the Hubbard model at h
filling. Both the SO~4! and O~3! models are invariant unde
U→2U andC (0)→2C (0). The latter map corresponds to
particle-hole transformation for the down spin only:c↓↔c↓

1 .
This implies that in going from the positiveU model to the
negative U model, magnetic ordering turns into charg
ordering.26 It can also be shown that neither model mix
charge and magnetic ordering. Further, both models red
to the Heisenberg antiferromagnet asU→`. Thus our model
has very similar properties to the half-filled Hubbard mod
except for the marginal Fermi-liquid phase at weak coupli

What insight does our model bring towards the und
standing of the marginal Fermi-liquid behavior in the c
prates? While our model does provide a simple lattice re
ization of a marginal Fermi liquid, it unfortunately suffe
from a number of defects, listed as follows.
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~i! It has a wide window of marginal Fermi-liquid behav
ior only for small coupling. The cuprates are believ
to be in the strong coupling regime,27 but at strong
coupling, our system has charge or magnetic instab
ties. Related to this is the fact that in the cuprates,
inelastic scattering rateG5G0 max@v,T# hasG0 /t a
constant of order one, whereas our model hasG0 /t
proportional to the coupling squared.

~ii ! The model needs to be at half filling: upon doping,
chemical potential term m(C (0)C (3)1C (1)C (2))
leads to a widthD}m2 for F, with Fermi-liquid prop-
erties whenT,D. This seems to require fine tuning
contradicting the rather robust linear-T resistivity ob-
served even in underdoped systems~above the ‘‘spin
gap’’ scale!.

~iii ! Despite the presence of two relaxation rates in
system, transport quantities will not involve a mult
plicative combination of theF and C relaxation
rates, as is postulated in the two-relaxation-times p
nomenology for the cuprates.~See Sec. II.!

In conclusion we have demonstrated the persistence
marginal Fermi-liquid behavior at weak coupling in a to

FIG. 7. Schematic phase diagram of the Majorana lattice mo
The dimensionless coupling isg[UN0 whereN0}1/t is the density
of states at the Fermi surface.t05ctg2/d. MFL is the marginal
Fermi-liquid phase, FL is the Fermi-liquid phase. AF is the antif
romagnetic phase, PI is the paramagnetic insulating phase. At w
coupling,Tc goes as exp(21/g), while at strong coupling, it goes a
t2/U. We have no computation for strong coupling forT.Tc , thus
we do not know the continuation of theT5t0 line. However, we
might expect that whenU is of order t, Tc and t0 will also be of
order t. One scenario is then theT5t0 line meets and ends at th
T5Tc line aroundt0. Also, at strong coupling, the paramagnet
insulator crosses over to a metal atT;U ~in analogy to the Hub-
bard model!, and in the weak coupling regime, there will be
similar high-temperature crossover from marginal Fermi liquid
an incoherent metallic phase: these crossovers are indicated w
dotted line.
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model of a marginal Fermi-liquid in an infinite-dimension
lattice. For finited, the lattice coherence energy cuts off ma
ginal Fermi-liquid behavior and the system reverts to a Fe
liquid at low temperatures. Since this cut-off grows with t
coupling, there will be no marginal Fermi-liquid regime
strong coupling. It remains to be seen if a strong coupl
marginal Fermi liquid exists in any finite dimensions.
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF THE EFFECTIVE
BANDWIDTH t0

We want to estimate in finite dimensions the effecti
kinetic energy i t̃ 0( i ,cC i 1c

(0) C i
(0) from the zero-frequency

part of theC (0) self-energy, as depicted in Fig. 3, to lowe
order in the coupling:

i t̃ 05U2E
0

b

dt@Gx̂~t!#3, ~A1!

whereGx̂(t) is the bare propagator ofC (a)(a51,2,3), for
nearest-neighbor sites, taken here to be in thex̂ direction. In
k,v space,G(kW ,ivn)5@ ivn2ekW#

21. For simplicity, take
ekW522 t̃ ( i 51

d sin(ki), appropriate for the hypercubic neares
neighbor dispersion.~We expect that asT→0, the exact
shape for the band does not matter.! Let t̃ 5t/Ad and t̃ 0

5t0 /Ad, as required for a proper scaling of the kinetic e
ergy term in larged limit. ThenGx̂(t) will be of order 1/Ad,
and as mentioned in the Methods section,t̃ 0;O(d23/2), i.e.,
1/d down on the dispersion for thea51,2,3 components
Doing the standard Matsubara sum leads to

Gx̂~t!5E ddk

~2p!d
f ~2ekW !exp~ ikW• x̂2ekWt!. ~A2!

In the zero-temperature limit, the Fermi function becom
f (2ekW)→u(ekx

1ekW
8), where we have split up the dispersio

into the kx part and the otherd21 part. Turning the (d
21)-dimensionalk integral into an energy integral gives

Gx̂~t!5E dkx

~2p!
eikx2ekx

tE
2ekx

`

de N~e!e2et, ~A3!

whereN(e) is the density of states ind21 dimensions.
To make further progress, a flat density of states is us

N(e)51/(4t) for ueu,2t and zero otherwise. Thus, definin
the dimensionless time variables52tt,
-
i

g

rt
-
-
-
r
i-
,

-

e

d:

Gx̂~s!52
e2s

2s
J1S i

s

Ad
D , ~A4!

whereJ1(z)5*2p
p (dx/2p) e2 izsin(x)1ix is the Bessel function

of the first kind of the first order. Thanks to the factor
1/Ad inside its argument, the Bessel function asymptotica
always grows more slowly than the decay due to thee2s

factor. @For uarg(z)u,p and uzu→`, J1(z)→(2/pz)1/2cos(z
23p/4).# Thus, contributions to the integral in Eq.~A1! are
dominated by the regime when the Bessel function is at m
of order one, allowing us to approximateiJ1( ix)52x/2
1O(x3) in Eq. ~A4!, leading finally to

t̃ 0.
U2

2t E0

`

dsFe2s

2s

s

2Ad
G 3

5
U2

2733td3/2
, ~A5!

with t̃ 0 of orderd23/2 as claimed.

APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF THE MARGINAL
SELF-ENERGY

To orderU2, the on-site self-energy forC i
(a) , a51,2,3 is

SC~t!5U2G0~t!Ga~t!Ga~t!. ~B1!

G0(t)5sgn(t)/2 is identical to the single impurityC (0)

propagator,10 since in the strictd→` limit, t050. ForC i
(a) ,

Ga~t!5T(
vn

e2 ivnt

ivn1 i t asgn~vn!
~B2!

where we have used Eq.~20! for Ga( ivn) for the Lorentzian
DOS. As usual, turn the Matusbara sum into a contour in
gral and deform the contour onto the branch cut at the
axis to get

Ga~t!52ImE
2`

` dv

p
@12 f ~v!#

e2vt

v1 i t a
. ~B3!

@ f (v) is the Fermi function.# As we are interested inT
!ta , the integrand is dominated by smallv, and we ap-
proximate the denominatorv1 i t a' i t a . Now the d-
dimensional Lorentzian DOS at the Fermi surface isN0
51/(pta), and thusGa(t) is identical to that for the single
impurity calculation:10

Ga~t!5
N0pT

sin~tpT!
. ~B4!

Note that this expression is accurate for 0!t!b. Going to
Matsubara frequenciesvn5(2n11)pT:

SC~ ivn!5U2E
0

b

dt
sgn~t!

2 S N0pT

sin~tpT! D
2

e2 ivnt

52 i
pT

2
~UN0!2I n~e! ~B5!

where

I n~e!5E
e

p2e

dx
sin~2n11!x

@sin~x!#2
. ~B6!
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We have put in a cutoffe5pT/(2ta)!1. Integrating by
parts twice, and using the tabulated integra28

*0
pdx ln sin(x)sin(2n11)x52@2/(2n11)#@1/(2n11) 1 ln 2

1g1C(n11/2)#, we get

I n~e!5
2vn

pT F lnS L

T D2CS vn

2pTD G22. ~B7!

C(x) is the digamma function,L5tae12g/(pT) and g
;0.6 is the Euler constant.~We have expanded ine and kept
only the terms up toe0.! Putting this all together and per
forming the analytic continuationivn→v1 i01 gives Eq.
~26!.

The on-site self-energy forF is
s,

.
B

ns

23

n
y
n,

ge

b

J

ta

cy
SF~t!5U2Ga~t!Ga~t!Ga~t!. ~B8!

Fourier transforming,

SF~ ivn!5 iN0~N0UpT!2Kn , ~B9!

Kn5E
e

p2e

dx
sin~2n11!x

@sin~x!#3
.

Again, we have a cutoffe5pT/(2ta)!1. Integrating by
parts and expanding ine, Kn52(2n11)/e22n(n11)p.
This then leads to Eq.~25! after analytic continuation.
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